Chapter: 3095
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

“It’s better to let them have the final say on emotional matters.” Zhou
Yang said in a low voice, to which the few people in front of him
agreed.
But this gave Sophie a headache.
She hasn’t been in contact with that Tianxiang for a long time. She
doesn’t know what he likes or what his temperament is. She doesn’t
know what gifts to give him, and she doesn’t know where to start.
Looking at Sophie’s embarrassed expression, Zhao Enuo’s eyes flashed
with a trace of gossip. It was unbelievable that this Sophie was also shy.
“Okay, okay, we just told her something about Tianxiang. As for the
rest, it’s up to her to work hard.” Zhao Yinuo said hurriedly.
They do agree with this.
“What are you doing?” Suddenly, Tianxiang came out of the bathroom
and asked loudly, and soon, the few people in front of him dispersed.
“It’s okay.” Zhao Yinuo replied softly.
what’s all right? Obviously, they were just discussing things. It seems
that they are secretly doing something without telling them.
But this is normal. I and they are not the same people, so naturally we
can’t chat together. However, that Sophie, compared to before, has
changed a lot.
“Tianxiang, here.” So Feifei handed him a glass of juice and asked
worriedly, “Are you all right? I saw your face a little ugly just now.”
“It’s okay.” Tianxiang replied as if nothing had happened.
That’s right, he was really uncomfortable just now. He had stomach
problems before. As long as he didn’t eat in the morning, his stomach
would be very uncomfortable at noon, so he stayed in the bathroom
for a long time before coming out. The few people in front of him saw
his embarrassed appearance.
“Is it really okay? Don’t you need to go to the hospital for a checkup?”
Sophie asked worriedly.
Tianxiang shook his head and left.
The leisure time of the day passed quickly, and everyone had a good
time. Although the existence of Tianxiang made the atmosphere a bit
awkward, they did not appear very unhappy. After all, they were Zhao
Enuo’s savior. Naturally, it won’t go too far.
Before leaving, Sophie was still a little reluctant and even more
disappointed, because Tian Xiang didn’t say hello to her before he left.
“Oh, it’s alright, I didn’t say hello to you, what’s the matter.” Zhao
Yinuo patted her arm lightly and said impatiently.
The expression on Sophie’s face has been going on for a long time,
which makes her feel a little unhappy, and it’s not a girl dating, why are
you so hypocritical?
The two women exchanged a few more words, and Sophie left.
Mrs. Lin murmured in her heart as she looked at the departing back.
In fact, Sophie’s mind at this time is the purest. She has no harmful
thoughts or any bad thoughts. She just wants to have a pure love and a
small and medium career.
Speaking of her current personality, compared with before, it really
changed a lot, which made Gu Wang feel a little relieved.
You know, if Gu Wang saw Zhao Yinuo and Sophie together in the
past, his whole heart must be hanging, but now it’s different, he won’t
worry about Sophie framing Zhao Yinuo at all.
“Hey, that, how should the income be distributed?” Sophie asked
embarrassedly on the phone.
It is said that under normal circumstances, Zhao Enuo should get
more income, because she cooks all the food, and she naturally pays
more for this gourmet restaurant.
However, Zhao Yinuo didn’t have much thought about money.
“We’re evenly divided.” Zhao Yinuo replied immediately.
What? Half points? Suddenly, Sophie became excited, but suddenly a
trace of guilt flashed on her face.
“Well, aren’t you at a loss?” She pouted and said in a low voice.

